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The sensitivity of pion double charge exchange to nuclear structure in the she11 model is examined. t|)j'e consider the nonanalog ground-state to ground-state (T=0 to T=2) transitions on a
variety of nuclear targets. The reaction model, which assumes that double charge exchange is
driven by a m+p-meson —
mediated„633 nucleon interaction, reproduces the energy dependence and
shape of the empirical cross section for all the (m+, m ) transitions examined. The magnitude of the
cross section is particularly sensitive to collectivity in the nuclear wave functions. All parameters of
the model, with the exception of the range of the meson-533 form factor, are fixed by theoretical arguments. The form factor is then determined by normalizing to the ' O(m+, n. )' Ne cross section.
Predictions are made for a variety of other low-lying 0+ transitions.

the nonanalog
In a recent paper, ' we studied
reaction
double-charge-exchange
(DCX)
pion
'
O(tr+, tr )' Ne(g. s.) based on the nonsequential deltaof Fig. 1, in
nucleon interaction (DINT) mechanism
which the 533-nucleon interaction is mediated by m+p
meson exchange. Those calculations, which were an extension of earlier work, provided a simple explanation of
two of the regular features of nonanalog DCX: (1) the
shape of the angular distribution, and (2) the peaking of
the cross section near 160 MeV. The former feature is
determined by the size of the nucleus, as in any strong absorption picture. This result might be considered surprising because there is no such simple relationship for analog
DCX. The second feature is a manifestation of a strong
energy dependence of the DINT reaction model arising
from the succession of b, &3 excitations on the same nucleon. The cross section arising from sequential charge
exchange on two different nucleons can also contribute
and will be the subject of future work. A first attempt to
calculate this process gave the wrong energy dependence.
In this paper we examine whether the A dependence of
pion DCX ground-state to ground-state (T =0 to T =2)
transitions can be understood from the theory of Refs. 1
and 2. We compare to all measured (n+, rr ) excitation
functions and angular distributions for the targets ' C,
' 0, Mg, Si, S, Ca, Ca, and Fe (in the latter two

cases, the initial state is T =2 and the final state T =0).
Realistic wave functions were obtained with modelspace interaction combinations used in recent literature.
These are summarized in Table I. For A =24, 28, and 32
within the assumed model space it was necessary to make
additional truncations which, however, are not severe.
For A =56, we assume a 2p2h configuration relative to a
closed Of7&2 shell. The wave functions and two-body
transition densities were obtained with the shell-model
code oxBASH, and the two-body transition densities are
as defined in Ref. 7. At present, restrictions in the reaction calculations allow pairs of nucleons coupled only to
=0 to participate.
In Ref. 1 we described ' O(n+, m )' Ne as a simple
(15&2) transition. It is clear froin Table I that
(pi~&)
the actual wave function is more complicated: None of
the transitions shown in Table I can be represented by a
simple excitation between two orbitals. Because the angle
and energy dependences of cross sections are indicative of
the reaction mechanism, the choice of more realistic wave
functions will not change the conclusions of Ref. 1. However, the overall magnitude of the cross section and its
variation from nucleus to nucleus will be affected by the
nuclear structure.
The model of the 633 nucleon force was explained earlier in Ref. 2, to which the reader is referred for details.
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resonant plus two-pion continuum
parts of the
NN~mm. helicity amplitude. Short-range repulsive correlations between the nucleon and 533 are approximated by an appropriate cutoff in the radial integrals.
Unlike the meson-nucleon case, the meson-b, 33 form factors are not known empirically at the present time, and we
determine them by normalizing to the ' O(7r+, 7r )' Ne
datum at 165 MeV and 5'.
several variations of the above
VVe have considered
model. Unless stated otherwise, the numerical results
shown in the figures and tables are based on a simple version (model I) of the theory that closely follows Refs. 1
and 2: The form factors have the simple shape
U(p) =(p /A +1) ', the cutoff in the radial integrals is a
simple step function at 0.5 fm, and the optical potential
determining the initial and final pion distorted waves is
linear in the density and related in the usual way to the
pion-nucleon phase shifts. The coupling constant f„Na is
—4. 5 and Az —A„=4.6
related to
NN by
~/3, //f NN
fm '. We take the A., p to be the same for the 633 and
the nucleon. Note that the values of A and A& are substantially changed from those in Refs. 1 and 2 when realistic wave functions are used in order to reproduce the
data. In model I of this paper, we
magnitude of the '
take m~=650 MeV and Cp=(fpm
mp) =2. Later
we indicate how the results change when we make a few
more realistic assumptions.
The results based on realistic wave functions are compared to those obtained from the simplest configurations
in Table II. In general the realistic choice results in a

the

P

J =I

FIG. 1. A Feynman

amplitude showing the DINT process
considered in this paper. The interaction between the 633 and
nucleon is assumed to occur through m+p meson exchange, as
discussed in the text. The cross section is obtained using realistic wave functions for the pion and nucleus.

The meson-633 coupling constants are related to empirical
determinations
of meson-nucleon coupling constants by
SU(2) X SU(2) quark-model arguments. The mass of the p
meson and its coupling strength are chosen to account for
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TABLE I. Microscopic transition amplitudes from shell-madel calculations.
12C

120

(Qp3/2 Qp 1/2)
(Qp 1/2 Od5/2

160~ 16Ne
Mg~

Si

28S

16)2BME'
{6—
F-pds

ls 1/2)

)(4-8)

(Qd

{1 s, , Od
28S)

Interaction

Model space

Nuclei

%ildenthal'
)'

)(8 —12)

(Qd

%'ildenthal'

{1s1/2, 0d 3/2 )
S

Ar

%'ildenthal'

(1 s 1/2, 0d3/2 )
{0d3 20f/7/2)

~Ca
ri
~Ca ~44Ti

Fe

)(8 —12)

(Od

{0f7/2

{0f

Ni

~

lp3/2

0f3/2

Transitron

0.335p ~p +0.982p ~p' +0.426p' ~p'
'
0.200p ' —
0. 777p ' —+d —0. 616p ' s
+p —

+0.248d ~d +0.272d ~s +0.045s ~s
0.067d' ~d' +0.402d' ~d +0. 138d' ~s
+ 0.660d ~d +0.401d s2+0. 065s s

0 145d' ~d'2+0 528d'2~d +0 283d' ~s
+ 0.286d ~d +0.561d ~s +0. 132s ~s
0 357d~2~d~2+0 346d~2~d2+0 785d~2~s2
+ 0 089d ~d +0 3]6d2~s2+0 212s2~s
. 02 36'd~221+1.099d' ~f2 —0.497f2~f'
0.780f 2~ f'+0. 439f' ~p 2+0. 270f 2~
+ 0.216f2+p' +0 061p ~p +0.076p f. '
+ 0.061p2~p'+0. 023f'2~f' +0.037f' ~p'
+ 0.015p' ~p'
0.670f2~p +0.413f2~f'+0. 297f2~p'

f'

/2 )

)(l4 —16)

{1p3/2, 0f3/2, lp )/2)'

'From Table 6 in Ref. 8.
Froin Table I in Ref. 9.
'From Table 1 in Ref. 10.
"See Ref. 11.
From Table 1c in Ref. 12. For the matrix elements that do not appear in this table, we use the MSDI interaction that is given in the
first column in Table 1 in Ref. 13.
Primed orbits are lower, urnprimed orbits are higher. Also, a simplification arises because we take the magnitude of the transitions between two single particle states, 1~2 and 2~1, to be equal. This would not be the case if, for example, the oscillator parameter were chosen to be different for neutrons and protons.
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TABLE II. Comparison of DCX cross sections based on the
DINT mechanism at 164 MeV and 0=5' with simple and realis-

/0

PION. . .

I

tic wave functions.
Simple
transition

Nuclei

32$32Ar

P
p
d
d
s

~Ca

d'2

24Mg ~24$
28$
28$i

~ca ~Ti

Fe~

O'realistic

(nbysr)

(nb/sr)

1127
519
10.0
50

~d
~$
~d

22
128

f2
f2 f2

Ti

8.5
9.0

f'

Ni

'With transition amplitudes

from Table

.a

O simple

1173
485
156
289
116
57
53

I.

~d

~s

lO

102

larger cross section and a smoother variation from nucleus to nucleus. The enhancement varies from a factor
of unity near closed shells to a factor of 15 in the middle
of the sd shell. For example, in ' O(ir+, ir )' Ne(g. s.)
with the transition of Table I, the dominant component is
the p
transition, which is approximately
eight
times larger in the DWIA amplitude than the p
d
and d
transitions, and about 14 times
transitions. All of
larger than the p ~p and s
those contributions are in phase. The enhancement in the
middle of the s-d shell shows that collectivity in the wave
function can be very important in DCX. In transitions
(jl)~(j'l') the cross sections are largest when
—,
and j'=l'+-,
Figure 2 displays the A dependence of the theory in
comparison to the data at 165 MeV. The open squares are
the results of model I described earlier. The theory has
approximately the same A dependence as the data. This
result strengthens the evidence that the delta-nucleon interaction of Ref. 2 is important for understanding
the
dynamics of pion double charge exchange.
How sensitive are our results to the choice of the
single-particle basis? One has to be careful because the
pion reactions are very sensitive to the tail of the wave
function, where the harmonic oscillator functions begin to
become unrealistic; the problem is especially severe for
heavy nuclei. %e have, in any case, tested the sensitivity
to small variations in the harmonic-oscillator size parameter. Changes of a few percent in the value result in
similarly-sized changes in the calculated cross sections.
The values we used in our calculations were taken from
electron-scattering
(where available), or
parametrization
calculated from the ansatz

~d,

h

s,

~s

j=l+

'.

m =(45~ -'" —25~ -'") MeV

.

Figures 3 and 4 compare measured excitation functions
and angular distributions on these nuclei with the theory.
As expected, all excitation functions, both calculated
(denoted by a solid line for model I) and measured, exhibit
a peaked energy dependence. Perhaps the largest difference between theory and experiment is in the case of Fe,
for which the data are more strongly peaked at a lower
energy than theory. All measured angular distributions
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FIG. 2. The mass dependence of the nonanalog, ground-state
to ground-state (T=O to T=2) pion double-charge-exchange
cross section at 8=5' and 165 MeV. The solid line indicates an
mass dependence. The data are (crosses with error bars)
from Ref. 14. The open squares are model I, open circles model
II, and solid circles model III, described in the text.

exhibit a first minimum that is consistent with the nuclear
size, and are well represented by the calculations.
As stated earlier, the values of the ir-meson and pmeson form factors have been determined
from the
'60(m. +, m. )' Ne data at 165 MeV. Next we want to show
how these values change if we make slight changes in our
assuinptions. If we define the form factor in a more standard way' then
U(p)

= A —m

+2+p2

for a meson of mass m. This coincides with our earlier
+ 00. We have also used a difchoice in the limit that A —
ferent determination
of the 2ir background to the p
meson, ' taking m& 644 MeV —
and (fzm /f mz) =2.6.
These are also slightly different from the values in Refs. 1
and 2. We take the nucleon-nucleon
correlation function' to be

F(r) = 1 —
jo(m *r )
with m*=783 MeV. The

open circles in Fig. 2 show the
results of this (model II) calculation. Values for A are
A =5. 10 fm ' and Az —
5. 95 fm '. In determining
these, we have kept the ratio Az/A fixed at the values
quoted in Ref. 15. Next, we make additional improvements involving the treatment of distorted waves in the
DWIA calculation and the handling of the Q value in the
process of Fig. 1. The solid circles (model III) show the
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model I and the dash-dotted line model III, described in the text.

FIG. 4. The angle dependence of nonanalog, ground-state to
ground-state (T =0 to T =2) pion DCX cross sections in model
I. ' angular distributions are shown at three energies, indicated on the figure. The ' C and ~Ca angular distributions are for
164 MeV.

effect of these changes on model II. For this calculation
of distorted waves we use the lowest order optical potential calculated from free pion-nucleon phase shifts, but we
employ an energy shift' of 30 MeV which gives a uniformly improved description of elastic scattering. We
shifted the energy in the two b, isobar propagators in Fig.
1 by Q/2 to account roughly for the Q value in the reaction. %hen all these changes are made me find that the
energy dependence of our cross sections is slightly improved (especially in the shift of the peak in Fig. 3 as A is
changed), and the A dependence slightly deteriorates. The
new values of A and A~ are A„=4.97 fm ', A~=5. 80
fm '. These are smaller than the values found for A NN
and A&NN in the phenomenological studies of Ref. 15, corresponding to a somemhat larger 6 than nucleon.
Several predictions of transitions leading to residual 0+
excited states in pion DCX are contrasted with residual
ground-state cross sections in Table III. %e again recognize the collective feature of DCX, especially for
' —
+' Ne and Ca —
+ Ti, where theground-state
transitions totally dominate. The smaller excited-state cross

sections (often smaller by an order of magnitude) would
not have been observed experimentally.
DCX experiments
usually are limited to -20% statistics for the ground
state, which would result in only a few counts for these
excited states. Most of the excited 0+ states listed in
Table III lie above the particle threshold and would acquire a width. On the other hand, for the case of the transitions from the unfilled ground states in 56Fe~56Ni and
Sc~ Ar, there appear moderately strong transitions, at
E„=3.75 MeV and at E„=5.7 MeV, respectively. It
mould be interesting to look for this transition experimentally.
A more general question is the contribution of DINT in
DCX to non-0 states. Restrictions in our transitiondensity calculation currently prevent calculations of, for
example, residual first-excited 2+ states. Fork is in progress to perform these calculations.
Our results are remarkable because of the simplicity of
the underlying model, and they are important because
reacthey suggest that the pion double-charge-exchange
tion on weH-understood nuclei provides a ineans of study-

FIG. 3. The
tion

energy dependence
for nonanalog, ground-state

of the 5' pion DCX cross sec-

T=2)

0

0
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TABLE III. Comparison of DCX cross sections for residual
0+ states at 164 MeV and 5 .
Nuclei

O~'

'

Ne

3~Sc~'2Ar

~Ca

Ti

s6Fe~s6

Final state (MeV)

o. (nb/sr)

g.s.
2.60
9.47
g.s.
4.97
5.76
g.s.
3.92
5.72
g. S.

485
75

3.09
3.75

15

116
10
50
102

19
7
53
16
23

ing the 533-nucleon interaction. However, the fact that
this model is unable to account for analog transitions
remains to be explained. This failure may suggest that
there is more to the 533 nucleon interaction than the m. and p-exchange pieces discussed here, or it may be that
It has been
analog DCX is just more complicated.
that the analog and
demonstrated phenomenologically'
nonanalog data can be understood together provided that
the phase of the nonanalog amplitude is adjusted apIn the current approach, the phase of the
propriately.
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